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A b s t r a c t The postnatal development of the human pri-

mary motor cortex (area 4) was analyzed in 54 individuals ranging in age from birth to 90 years. Three parameters defining major cytoarchitectonic features (areal fraction, numerical density and mean area of cells) were
measured in vertical columns extending from the pial
surface to the border between cortex and underlying
white matter. The data were compiled in profile curves
that reveal a more detailed laminar pattern than the classical cytoarchitectonic descriptions. The most pronounced decreases in numerical density and areal fraction of Nissl-stained cell profiles during early postnatal
ontogeny are observed in layer II. A clearly delineable
layer IV, which is still recognizable in the newborn, disappears gradually during the first postnatal months. Although the width of the cortex as a whole increases during this period, layer V, the main source of pyramidal
tract fibers, is the only lamina that also increases in relative thickness. The other layers remain stable or become
relatively thinner. These results reveal specific laminar
growth processes in area 4, which take place in parallel
with the functional maturation of the cortical motor
system.
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Introduction
The human frontal cortex, which encompasses the primary motor area, undergoes profound structural (Braak
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1979; Brodmann 1909; Brody 1970; Dietrich 1990; Dobbing and Sand 1975; Fetter et al. 1992; Flechsig 1927;
Goldman-Rakic and Rakic 1984; Haug 1984; Ho et al.
1986; Jacobson 1991; Jernigan et al. 1991; Jouandet and
Deck 1993; Kononova 1940; Marin-Padilla 1970, 1992;
Marin-Padilla and Marin-Padilla 1982; Meyer 1987;
Mrzljak et al. 1992; Poliakov 1948, 1961; Rabinowicz
1967; Rakic 1988; Reznikov et al. 1984; Sanides 1964;
Yakovlev 1962), biochemical (Borit and McIntosh 1981;
Candy et al. 1985; Cepeda et al. 1991; Jacobson 1991;
Kostovic et al. 1988; Lee and Choi 1992; Piggott et al.
1992, 1994; Ravikumar and Sastry 1985; Terkelsen et al.
1992; Timiras 1972), connectional (Blakemore and Molnar 1990; Huttenlocher 1979; Koh and Eyre 1988; Kordower and Mufson 1992; Molliver et al. 1973; Petit et al.
1984; Povlishock 1976; Rakic and Goldman-Rakic 1980;
Valk and van der Knaap 1989; Wolff and Missler 1992;
Yakovlev and Lecours 1967) and functional (Adams and
Victor 1989; Chiron et al. 1992; Chugani and Phelps
1986; Matthews 1991; Mtiller etal. 1991; MUller and
H6mberg 1992) alterations during ontogeny. Brodmann
(1909) described the transformation of the cytoarchitecture of the primary motor cortex (area 4 of Brodmann)
from the basic laminar pattern of the isocortex (six layers) into its definitive lamination (five layers, agranular
cortex) during late gestation; see Fig. 1 for the cytoarchitecture of area 4 in three individuals. However, MarinPadilla (1970) was able to demonstrate the persistence of
layer IV up to the eighth postnatal month. The transformation from a six-layered to a five-layered cortex is,
therefore, a well-established developmental event, but
the precise timetable for this important histogenetic process needed to be determined in a larger sample. Other
structural changes, e.g., decrease in cell density and
growth of neurons, were also described qualitatively and
quantitatively in single brains or smaller samples (Anderson et al. 1983; Blinkov and Glezer 1968; Bogolepova 1981; Filimonov 1929; Kononova 1940; Poliakov
1948; Rabinowizc 1967; Vierordt 1893), but a representative quantitative analysis was still lacking for the human primary motor cortex.
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Fig. l Cytoarchitecture of area 4 in three individuals: 2 months
(A), 10 years (B) and 60 years (C)

Materials and methods
Histology

Morphometric methods have frequently been used for
the analysis of structural changes in the human cortex
during ontogeny (Amunts and Istomin 1992; Anderson et
al. 1983; Ang et al. 1992; Brody 1955, 1970; Fritschey
and Garey 1986; Garey 1984; Garey and De Courten
1983; Haug 1984, 1987; Henderson et al. 1975, 1980;
Klekamp et al. 1991; Kononova 1940; Rabinovicz 1967;
Schefer 1971; Schleicher etal. 1986; Yamaura etal.
1980; Zilles et al. 1986; Zilles and Schleicher 1980). Image analyzers have made it possible to measure larger
samples in acceptable periods of time (Amunts 1993;
Blackstad and Bjaalie 1988; Henderson et al. 1975; Sauer 1983a, b, c; Schleicber et al. 1978, 1986).
The aim of the present study is to provide a quantitative analysis of the postnatal maturation of the cytoarchitecture in a large sample of human primary motor cortices. Specifically the analysis will show whether all cortical layers develop simultaneously. The study uses an observer-independent technique for the automated image
analysis of Nissl-stained histological sections. Quantitative data were collected on the areal fraction, the numerical density and the mean size of cell bodies in brains that
were not affected by neurological or psychiatric diseases.
Our results on normal ontogeny will serve as a basis for
evaluating cytoarchitectonic changes in children with
congenital motor disturbances.

Fifty-four brains were removed at autopsy. The age span extended
from birth to 90 years (Table 1), including 21 adults and 33 children. Only cases without neuropathological or psychiatric records
were included. The postmortem delay ranged from 2 to 24 h.
One tissue block (approximately l x l x l cm) from area 4
(Brodmann 1909) of the left hemisphere of each brain was excised
after 8 weeks of fixation of the whole brain in 4% formalin. The
blocks were taken about 1 cm lateral to the longitudinal fissure the putative representation of the lower limb and trunk (Fig. 2A) postfixed in 4% buffered formalin (pH 7.4), followed by Carnoysolution (3 h), and dehydrated in a graded series of ethanol. The
tissue samples were transferred through a 1:1 mixture of ethanol:chloroform and a 1:1 mixture of chloroform:paraffin before
being embedded in paraffin. We used 10-gm serial sections, with
every 5th section mounted on glass slides (Fig. 2B). Special attention was paid to the proper orientation of the plane of sectioning
perpendicularly to the brain surface. This was checked by the
course of blood vessels, the length of neuronal apical dendrites
and the visibility of the columnar orientation of neurons. The sections were stained with a modified Nissl method (0.05% cresyl-violet solution in acetate buffer, pH 3.6) at room temperature, followed by a 1-min differentiation in a mixture of 96% ethanol and
eucalyptus oil, and coverslipped (Viktorov 1969).
Control of staining constancy and quality
The staining quality was examined by measuring the "mean gradients of gray values" (Istomin 1985; Istomin and Amunts 1992);
for the derivation and the measuring procedure of this feature see
"Segmentation" below. This was necessary because despite identical staining procedures, the sections often yield different staining
intensities caused by non-controllable pre- and postmortem condi-
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Table 1 Age and sex of 54 individuals in the sample. Parentheses
week of gestation at birth
Number

Age

Sex

Children
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

1 day (35 weeks)
1 day (39 weeks)
0 day (40 weeks)
0 day (40-41 weeks)
1 day (40-41 weeks)
2 day (41-42 weeks)
1 day (42 weeks)
2 day
1 month
1 month
2 months
4 months
5 months
6 months
7 months
1 year 2 months
1 year 3 months
3 years
3 years 4 months
4 years
5 years 1 month
5 years 6 months
5 years 6 months
7 years
8 years
8 years
10 years
10 years
11 years 10 months
12 years
12 years
12 years 2 months
13 years 1 month

M
F
M
F
M
M
M
M
F
F
F
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
F
F
F
F
M
F
M
F
M
M
M
F
M
M

Adults
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54

27
37
46
47
57
58
59
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
61
62
65
67
70
70
90

M
M
M
M
F
?
M
M
?
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
F

cessive neuropil staining; higher ratios indicate incomplete staining of proximal parts of dendritic stems due to excessive differentiation.
Scanning procedure

years
years
years
years
years
years
years
years
years
years
years
years
years
years
years
years
years
years
years
years
years

Measurements were performed with the Leica TAS image analysis
system (Istomin 1988; Istomin and Amunts 1992; Istomin and
Shkliarov 1984) in combination with a software package for:
1. Interactively defining regions of interest (ROI)
within each section
2. Automatically measuring three morphometric parameters
within each ROI
3. Generating profile curves (see below) and performing statistics
on the morphometric data
4. Determining the borders between cortical layers
in the profile curves.
Scanning was performed on six sections from each block of tissue
within 1-3 ROI per section (Fig. 2C). ROIs with the shape of a
rectangle or parallelogram with edges parallel to the pial surface
and to the cell columns respectively were defined (Fig. 2D). Such
regions were found only in the wall of the central sulcus. The examiner had to locate three corners of the ROI interactively at a
magnification of x 10.
Each ROI was subdivided into a sequence of measuring fields.
Depending on the cortical thickness and the number of ROI per
section, 500 to 1200 measuring fields were analyzed for each
brain at a magnification of x160 (Fig. 2E). The sections were fixed
on the scanning stage in such a way that the pial surface in each
ROI was horizontally oriented. Furthermore, each square measuring field (=video fi'ame with 256x256 pixel) was divided into 8
horizontal measuring masks resulting in a vertical resolution of 35
gtm and a horizontal resolution of 280 gin. The measuring fields
overlapped by 1/8 of their size in order to exclude border effects
during the measurement of the parameters.
Segmentation
Image transformations derived from "mathematical morphology"
(Serra 1988) were applied for segmentation, defining the plane of
focus, eliminating non-neuronal structures and "noise," and separating overlapping cells. A new, reproducible and rapid segmentation technique based on the "mean gradient of gray values" was
developed to separate Nissl-positive structures (neurons, glial cell
nuclei, vessels) from the neuropil. The measurement of the mean
gradient of gray values was performed at the beginning of the
scanning procedure in a representative ROI of one section per
brain. Once determined for a ROI, the same segmentation level
was used throughout all sections of this brain. For measuring the
mean gray value gradient the image function F (Fig. 4) of a typical
gray value image, containing e.g., a neuron and surrounding neuropil, needed to be determined. A simple histogram analysis
(Gonzales and Wintz 1987) does not usually provide a reliable
threshold for segmentation in a multiphase image of cortical tissue.
For N objects of the ROI, the mean gradient was:

<ai>=~

~'~+~+~'J

2 N 1=1 Ai+i,j

(1)

- Ai,j

=Di+I-D i (O<_i<lO0)
Pi+Pi+l =sum of inner and outer perimeters of the bands

where: AD
tions (Blinkov and Glezer 1968). In Nissl stained sections of the
cortex, the frequency distribution of the mean gradient of gray values normally exhibited a double-peaked curve (Fig. 3). The first,
higher peak reflected the densely stained perikarya; the second,
lower peak resulted from neuropil staining. If the value of the first
maximum was 2 to 3 times higher than the second, the staining
quality was accepted for further analysis. Lower ratios indicate ex-

in an image

Ai+I-A i =difference of areas of the bands in an image
By calculating the mean gradients <Gi> (Fig. 5) for all gray values
from 0 (black) to 100 (white), the mean gradient was established
as a function of gray levels. For Nissl-stained sections, this function had the shape of a double-peaked curve (Figs. 3, 5). In accor-
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Fig. 2 Analyzing procedure including the excision of tissue
blocks from the cortex (A),
their sectioning (B) and staining with cresyl-violet (C), the
interactive definition of a region of interest at a magnification of x l 0 (D), the measurement of morphometric parameters at a magnification of x 160
(E, showing 1 measuring field
with 8 measuring masks), the
acquisition and pooling of data
(F), the calculation of the profile curves (G) and their superimposition on the microscopic
image (I-I)

A

B

F

G

G

H

Gp1 Gp2
Gp2
Gp1

GN1

-D

Fig. 3 Illustration of the quantitative staining control procedure
by analyzing the frequency distribution of gradients (G) in dependence on grey levels (D): if the first maximum (characterizing
perikarya, Gp~) was 2-3 times higher than the second (characterizing neuropil, Gnl ) and staining quantity was accepted for quantitative analysis (bold line), otherwise (GpJGn2>3) staining was repeated (thin line)

dance with visual inspection, the point of inflection c' after the
first local maximum provided the gray value threshold for segmentation.
Auto focusing
The TAS standard autofocus could not be applied to nervous tissue
because of the multiphase character of the image with the gradual
transition from dendritic stems into neuropil. For this reason, we
used a new focusing algorithm based on binary operations (Istomin and Amunts 1992). Focusing was performed in each fifth
measuring field and required about 1.5 s per field.

Fig. 4 The difference between two projection areas of the image
function F at two different gray values D i and Di+ 1 form a band
with an area A and a mean width I. For small AD (AD=Di+I-Di),
the band will be narrow and 1/l can be used as a measure of the
mean slope of the image function F between the two gray values
D i and i+1. The gradient G of F is defined as the ratio of the increment between to intensities D i and Di+ 1 and the width 1. It can be
shown that for the practical estimation of the gradient, it is sufficient to measure the inner and outer perimeter and the area of the
band

they could be eliminated by size criteria. As a consequence of the
plane of sectioning parallel to cell columns and perpendicular to
the surface of the cortex, long blood vessels were frequently encountered. They were detected by binary skeletonization and subsequent erosion and further eliminated. The area of the reference
field was subsequently corrected.
Separation of overlapping cells

Elimination of artifacts and blood vessels
After segmentation, the image contained perikarya, glial and endothelial cell nuclei, but small and darkly stained fragments of neuronal processes and dust particles were also found. Since nearly all
"noise" and artifacts were larger or smaller than the cell elements,

The separation of overlapping cells was particularly important in
layers of high cell density in young individuals, especially in the
outer granular layer during the first year of life. It was not possible
to apply an ultimate erosion with subsequent reconstruction and
simultaneously preserve the true sizes and shapes of cells. For this
reason, the skeletons of the cell elements were analyzed and only
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Fig. 5 Mean gradient distribution G (units per length) in dependence on discrimination level D from 0 (black) to 100 (white). The
point of inflection c' marks the transition between perikarya and
neuropil

those centers were reconstructed that belong to the central points
of the skeletons and not to their branches. The resulting binary image contained only profiles of neuronal cell bodies (including a
constant amount of apical dendrites) and profiles of glial and endothelial cell nuclei.
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Morphometric parameters and statistical procedures
Three parameters were obtained for each measuring mask: the areal fraction A A, the numerical density N a and the mean profile area
A of cell elements (Istomin and Amunts 1992). The total scanning
area for each brain was 25-70 mm 2, depending on the width of the
cortex and the number of ROI per section. The total length parallel
to the pial surface was 8-12 ram. This part of the analysis required
4-8 h per brain and was performed in a fully automated procedure.
In order to compare ROI obtained from different individuals and
to take into account variations in cortical thickness within one individual, each ROI was normalized to a cortical width of 100 rows
(100%). Values were averaged across the measuring masks in the
same row of a ROI and across the corresponding rows of all ROI
of a subject (6-10 ROI in 6 sections; Fig. 2F, G). Mean profile
curves were thus generated from the data that reflected alterations
of parameters extending from the pial surface to the white matter.
The profile curves were superimposed on a representative microscopic image on the display of the image analyzer (Fig. 2H).
This projection allowed the correlation of layers (and sublayers) of
the cortex visible in the histological section with corresponding
segments of the profile curve. The classical five layers in the
agranular motor cortex were identified according to the criteria of
Brodmann (1909) and Sarkisov et al. (1949). Thus, anatomical criteria of laminar borders were used for the direct interpretation of
the profile curve.
The profile curves contained a varying number of local maxima and minima. For the separate analysis of high and low frequency components of the profile curves, smoothed A a profiles were
calculated (Fig. 6). The smoothing procedure 4253H of the explorative data analysis (Tukey 1977) resulted in low-frequency curves
that exhibited two main maxima indicating the location of the borders between layers II/III and III/V (Fig. 6, white arrows). The
borders were located at the local maxima in the original profile
that were found nearest to the maximum of the smoothed curve
(Fig. 6, black arrows). The smoothed curve was especially helpful
for the determination of border III/V where the main maximum
was blurred by two or more small peaks in the original profile
curve. The remaining borders were established as follows: the border between layers I/II was determined at the beginning of the

-0.02
7

Fig. 6 Profile curve of the areal fraction A A and corresponding
smoothed curve. The two maxima on the smoothed curve are
marked by white arrows, the corresponding maxima on the profile
by black arrows. The example (case number 13; 5 months) illustrates the procedure for the determination of borders between layers II/III and III/V. Abscissa: cortical width in %; 0 - pial surface,
100 - white matter boundary
Fig. 7 Presentation of local maxima in an A A curve. This high frequency component of A A results from the subtraction of the
smoothed curve from the corresponding original A A curve (case
number 13; 5 months). Abscissa see Fig. 6

steep slope of the A A curve after its first local minimum. The border of layer VI was located at a local minimum found in all three
parameters. The transition to the white matter was easy to define
by a marked increase in N a and a decrease in A. Thus, reproducible criteria extracted from the profiles were used to determine the
positions of the borders of the layers.
For further analysis, smoothed curves were subtracted from the
corresponding original ones. The resulting curves disclosed the
high-frequency component (further called local maxima) of the
originals (Fig. 7). All peaks with a width of at least three points
between neighboring minima were considered to be relevant.
For the analysis of developmental changes, the data of the
whole cortex and of the single layers were grouped into children
(younger than 18 years) and adults (older than 18 years). The heterogeneous group of children was further devided. Thus, the resulting age intervals were as follows: the first interval from birth
(or from 2 months in the cases of N a and A) up to 2 years, the second interval from 3 to 18 years and the third interval from 18 years
upwards. Differences between groups were tested by ANOVA
with subsequent multiple range analysis after Tukey (1977).
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Fig. 8 Cytoarchitecture of area 4 of a 12-year-old individual (case
number 3l) represented by a set of three profile c u r v e s A A areal
fraction, N A nttmerica! density (in mm -2) and A mean profile area
(in gm z) of Nissl stained cell elements. Roman numerals layer
number. Arrows location of the two main maxima. The position of
laminar borders was defined on the basis of the A A profile curve
and transferred to the other profiles. Abscissa see Fig. 6. Measurement protocol. Number of ROI 7, total number of measuring fields
611, total measured area 45.3 mm 2, measured distance parallel to
pial surface 11.6 mm
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Fig. 9 Average profile curves of the areal fraction AA, the numerical density N a and the mean profile area A of four adult individuals (27, 37, 46 and 47 years old) with standard deviations

Results
F e a t u r e s o f l a m i n a t i o n in h u m a n a r e a 4 i n d e p e n d e n t
of postnatal maturation
T h e t w o m a i n m a x i m a o f the areal f r a c t i o n (AA) a n d n u m e r i c a l d e n s i t y p r o f i l e c u r v e s (NA) c o u l d b e i d e n t i f i e d as
the t r a n s i t i o n s o f l a y e r s II to III a n d III to V, respectively.
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They were a constant, age-independent finding in area 4
of all specimens (Figs. 8, 9, 10A-C). In some cases, the
first maximum of the NA-Curve was shifted to a slightly
more superficial position in comparison to the AA-Curve
(Fig. 10A, B). The positions of these main maxima on
the x-axis (cortical depth) and their amplitudes varied
with age (see below).
In addition, local maxima were found on each profile
curve (Figs. 7-9, 10A-C). Their number was, on the average, 16 (SE 0.3). This number was larger than the number
of cortical layers (and sublayers) in area 4 as described in
classical cytoarchitectonic reports. The mean distance
from one peak to the next (peak distance) was about 170
gm (SE 5.5 gm). The confidence interval was narrow
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(Fig. 10A-C), indicating significance for most of these
maxima. Interestingly enough, this constant finding of local maxima was achieved despite the large interval of averaging along the cortical surface (approximately 10 ram).
The average distance between local maxima correlates with the cortical width (Fig. 11) in all brains and
can be described by a linear regression (r=0.85,
P<0.001). The number of local maxima, however, is not
significantly correlated with the cortical width. This indicates that local maxima cannot be explained as measuring artifacts caused by the fixed spatial resolution of the
scanning procedure.
The question of which parameter is related to the distance between local maxima was tested with a correlation analysis: it showed a significant correlation ( ~ 0 . 5 2 ,
P<0.001) between the mean profile area of cells A and
the mean distances between peaks. No correlations were
found between the mean distance and A A or NA, respectively.
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and N A and displayed high local maxima in A. Therefore, this layer was also subdivisible. Layer VI had a
slightly decreasing A A. In this layer many local maxima
were also found indicating further laminar subdivisions.
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The characteristic shape for the curves of the mean
profile area A was different from those for A A a n d N A. In
all age groups, it lacked the two main maxima found in
the curves for A A and NA. Between the increase of A values in layer II and its decrease in lower layer VI, the
curve oscillated at a more or less constant level (Figs. 8,
9, 10A-C).
Combining the data from all three profile curves, the
following cytoarchitectonic criteria of area 4 were defined:
layer I was characterized by a low density of small cells.
Layer II showed an abrupt increase in AA resulting from
an increase in NA and A. In layer III, the size of the cells
(,4) tended to increase towards layer V. The numerical
density of cells N A decreased first, then remained stable
and finally increased towards layer V. Furthermore, Aa
a n d N A exhibited local maxima, which defined sublayers
in III. The profile curves in lamina V tended to decrease in

In order to establish t h e main developmental trends,
mean values for each parameter for the entire cortex
were calculated (Fig. 12). NA and A could be evaluated
from 2 months onward only, because the extremely high
packing density of the cells during these early stages
does not allow reliable measurements of these parameters. In some of the youngest individuals overlapping
cells in the outer granular layer could not be separated
completely. In order to be able to compare the areal fraction AA with N A and A, the youngest cases were also excluded from the calculations for A A.
The scatter diagrams showed a decrease in A A and N A
with age and a corresponding slight increase in A. This
indicates a growth in cell size associated with a decrease
in cell packing density. The age distribution in our sample was not homogeneous enough for these trends to be
further analyzed (Fig. 12).
The grouping of the data into three age intervals revealed major developmental changes. The highest mean
value of A A was found in the youngest group (0.110; Table 2). In the second group (up to 18 years), the mean AA
was significantly reduced to 0.083 (P<0.05), and in the
oldest group it decreased to 0.074, but was not significantly different from the second group.
The mean N A also decreased during ontogeny. Significant differences were found between the oldest group
and both younger groups (P<0.05). Thus, the ontogenetic
tendencies of N A differ from those of A A, which were significantly different only between the youngest group and
the two older groups (Table 2). The mean profile area A
showed a significant increase between the second and
the oldest group.
A more detailed analysis of developmental changes
was performed at the laminar level (Fig. 13). For each
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Fig. 12 Dependency of the mean areal fraction AA, the mean numerical density NA, and the mean profile area A on age T (in years)

case, mean values of A A, N A and A were calculated for
each layer separately. The ANOVA (blocking factor:
brain; treatment factors: age, layer) revealed differences
between the layers at various ages. It also demonstrated a
relationship between age and layers: the age factor influenced the differences between layers (P<0.05). Thus,
each layer undergoes its own individual rate of change
during ontogeny.

Subsequently, a one-way ANOVA with a post-hoc
multiple range test after Tukey (o~=0.05) was applied for
each parameter and each layer. In all layers, A a decreased between the youngest group (0-2 years) and
adults (Fig. 13, Table 3). Significant differences between
the groups 0-2 years and 3-18 years were also found in
layers III-VI. No significant changes, however, were
found between the second and third groups. The most
pronounced age-dependent changes were found in layer
II (Table 3, last column).
Different statistical findings were encountered for NA:
in all layers, significant differences could be observed
between the oldest group, on the one hand, and both
younger groups on the other. Furthermore, there were
significant differences between the youngest and the second group in layes I-V. Finally, A increased significantly
only in layer VI between the second and the oldest group
(Fig. 13).
In addition to the means for each layer, the amplitudes
of the two consistently visible main maxima, which occurred between layers II/III and between III/V of the A A
(Table 3) and N a (Table 4) profiles curves, were analyzed. The relationship between the amplitudes of the
two main maxima showed that the two parameters develop differently. In N a profiles, the amplitudes of the first
maxima were higher than those of the second maxima at
all ontogenetic stages (Wilcoxon matched-pairs signedrank test, P<0.05; Table 4). In A a curves the first maxima
were significantly higher than the second only in the
youngest group. In the two older age groups, the differences between first and second maxima showed an inverted relationship, i.e., the second maxima were significantly higher than the first (Wilcoxon matched-pairs
signed-rank test, P<0.05; Table 4).
Further analysis of the two main maxima concerned
the question whether their A a amplitudes decreased to
the same degree as the mean Aa values of the individual
layers (Table 3). The relative decrease in A a was calculated as the difference between the oldest group and the
youngest group and the difference was related to the
youngest group. The most pronounced reduction of laminar A a was found in the outer granular layer. A a also
showed the greatest age-related changes at the transition
between layer II to III (first main maximum). Less pronounced ontogenetic changes were evident for lamina III
and the following transition to lamina V (second main
maximum). Relatively small changes were seen for the
AA-Values of layers I, V and VI.
The positions of the two main maxima characterizing
the transition between layers II/III and III/V showed a
developmental shift to a more superficial position in the
cortex. Therefore, the relative thickness of the layers was
analyzed. No significant changes were found in layers I,
III and VI (Fig. 14). Layer II decreased significantly in
relative thickness from the youngest to the two older age
groups (P<0.001). In contrast to all other layers, the relative thickness of layer V increased from the youngest to
the oldest group (P<0.001). For this layer, the second
age group was intermediate. However, due to high inter-
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Table 2 Age-related changes in the areal fraction A A, the numerical density N A and the mean profile area A of Nissl-positive cell
elements and standard deviations for three age groups averaged
Age
(years)

N

0-2
3-18
>18

(17) 7
16
21

Areal &action

Numericaldensity

AA

N A (mm -2)

Mean profilearea
A (gm 2)

0.110•
0.083•
0.074•

1781•
1563•
1093•

59.43•
52.83•
66.63•

individual variability, the differences were not significant.
Another ontogenetic change worth mentioning is that
the number and distance between the local maxima
showed significant, positive correlations with age (number: r=0.39, P<0.01; distance r=0.34, P<0.05).
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Fig. 13 Statistics of the parameters areal fraction A A, numerical
density N a (in mm -2) and mean profile area of cell elements A (in
~tm2) in three age groups. R o m a n n u m e r a l s layer number, * significant differences with respect to group 0-2 years, + significant differences with respect to group 3-18 years (P<0.05%)

Methodical aspects
Apart from the technique of measurement, several properties of the biological material itself may influence and
even bias the final results, for example, the chemical status of the brain such as water content, or factors depending on sex, age, brain size, clinical history, cause of
death, autopsy conditions, and histological techniques
(Blinkov and Glezer 1968; Haug 1980; Skullerud 1985;
Vierordt 1893). These factors give rise to differences in
histological shrinkage, geometrical distortions and staining characteristics.
The following steps were used to reduce these undesirable effects inherent in observations of human autopsy
material:
1. In order to reduce the influence of differential dye affinity despite standardized staining procedures, a quantitative test of the staining quality based on the estimation
of the gray level gradient was applied. Sections that did
not fulfill the conditions were excluded.
2. Geometric linear and non-linear distortions of large
sections caused by histological techniques were reduced
by processing only small blocks instead of large ones.
Such distortions are especially evident near the central
sulcus, the level at which the brain reaches its greatest
coronal diameter. Distortions brought about by sectioning and mounting are maximal at this level (Schormann
et al. 1995, in press). In addition, the evaluation of numerous ROI and numerous sections increased the reliability of the averaged profiles.
Finally, shrinkage affected the morphometric parameters
in various aspects. AA is a ratio of two area measurements and therefore insensitive to shrinkage (a differential shrinkage between cell bodies and neuropil of at
most 9% has been reported by Kretschmann et al. 1982).
A tends to be underestimated, and N A is overestimated,
especially in early ontogeny. Considering the importance
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Table 3 Age-related changes

in areal fraction A A in each layer and at the maxima characterizing the transition between
layer II/III (maxl) and the transition between layer III/V
(max2). Means•
deviations

Lamina I
Lamina II
Lamina III
Lamina V
Lamina V1
maxl
max2

0-2 years

3-18 years

>18 years

Relative
decrease (%)

0.047•
0.109•
0.124•
0.123•
0.103•
0.146•
0.146•

0.039•
0.083•
0.091•
0.091•
0.072•
0.104•
0.103•

0.030•
0.063•
0.077•
0.079•
0.068•
0.083•
0.090•

35
42
38
36
34
43
38

Table 4 Numerical density N A in mm-2 of the two main maxima

characterizing the transition between layer II/III (maxl) and the
transition between layer III/V (max2). Means+standard deviations

maxl
max2

0-2 years

3-18 years

>18 years

Quantitative cytoarchitectonic data

2738___557
2173•

2201•
1782•

1519_284
1242•

Our quantitative, cytoarchitectonic description of area 4
based on profile curves confirmed the classical findings
of Brodmann (1909), von Economo and Koskinas
(1925), Vogt and Vogt (1919) and Sarkisov et al. (1949)
and adds new information about the development of cytoarchitectonic features.
For all brains, two main maxima were found at the
transition between layers II/III and III/V in both the A A
and N A profile curves. The first of these coincides with
the border of layer II with its small, densely packed neurons. The second coincides with larger, less densely
packed cells than at the transition from layer II to III.
The resulting areal fraction is smaller than for the first
maximum. These quantitative data reflect the disappearance of the inner granular layer with its densely packed
neurons and the appearance of the typical agranular motor cortex.
In approximately 50% of our sample, slight differences in the positions of the two main maxima between
the Aa and N A curves were found. These were more pronounced at the transition between layers II/III than III/V.
This may be caused by an intermingling of larger pyramidal cells from layer III with small cell bodies of layer II.
In addition to these two main maxima, numerous local maxima were found in each layer. They are unlikely
to represent random disturbances in the laminar pattern
( " n o i s e " ) considering their reproducibility within each
block of tissue, despite the large size and number of the
measuring fields in the horizontal direction. Repeated
measurements of the same sections confirmed this result.
The number of local maxima (about 16) is greater than
the number of layers and sublayers in classical descriptions by Brodmann (1909) or Sarkisov et al. (1949) who
subdivided laminae III and V each into 2-3 sublayers.
Furthermore, the average distance between peaks
showed a strong, positive correlation with cortical width.
Within the profiles, the distance between peaks was also
significantly correlated with A, but there was no correlation with N a and A A values. This illustrates that the distance between peaks does not depend on the numerical
density of cells or on the areal fraction of neuropil, but
on the size of the somata.

* Significant differences between maxima within the age group
(P<0.05)
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Fig. 14 Ontogentic changes in relative layer thickness (%) for
three age groups. Designations as in Fig. 13
of these parameters for the interpretation of the laminar
pattern (determination of layer borders, etc.), they were
nevertheless included in our analysis. In general, the interpretability of cortical laminar pattern was enhanced by
taking all three parameters simultaneously into account.
Differential shrinkage of brain volume in children and
adults of 10% would lead to an underestimation of the
absolute layer thickness in children in comparison to
adults (Kretschmann et al. 1979). Therefore, only relative values for the thickness were determined. Independent of the aspect of shrinkage, it was also necessary to
normalize the cortical width to 100% in order to compare different cortices.
The unbiased determination of the absolute cell number and the numerical density (Gundersen et al. 1988)
would be another interesting aspect of area 4. However,
the current multiparametric approach is focused on the
quantitative analysis of the cytoarchitecture with high local resolution. Absolute cell numbers of densities estimat-
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Consequently, the high-frequency part of the profile
curves suggests a more detailed laminar organization.
The resulting pattern of sublayers showed a certain similarity between brains. The sublayers were arranged in
bands of more or less densely packed neurons running
parallel to the pial surface. The width of the bands was
associated with the size of the perikarya (A). Thus, the
architectonic conditions for defining a cortical layer are
fulfilled.
In infants (up to a few months), the amplitudes of the
peaks were lower than in children and adults so that their
profile curves appeared to be "smoothed." This indicicates that infants have a lower degree of laminar differentiation than older individuals.
The poor age-dependency of the distance between
peaks and their number may reflect the fact that the cytoarchitecture of area 4 becomes established early in development as is typical for a primary field (Poliakov 1948,
1961). At birth, all layers (except lamina IV) are present
(Marin-Padilla 1970). Major changes in these two parameters would therefore not be expected and indeed did
not occur in our data.
Several earlier authors have tentatively included sublayers in their descriptions of the laminar pattern of the
cortex (Giguere and Goldman-Rakic 1988; Jones and
Wise 1977; Meyer 1987; Poliakov 1948; Schwartz and
Goldman-Rakic 1984; Toyoshima and Sakai 1982). Poliakov (1948), for example, described the appearance of a
thin band of gigantopyramidal cells within layer V,
which consists of 2-3 cell rows during the sixth fetal
month.
Laminar and sublaminar distributions of pyramidal
cells in area 4 of the monkey have been related to functional aspects, i.e., to the origin of pathways. Jones and
Wise (1977) reported that different efferent pathways
originate from separate populations of pyramidal cells
with a very precise location in specific subdivisions of
horizontal layers. For example, corticobulbar fibers arise
from cells that tend to lie above the line of giant pyramidal cells, corticorubral fibers from cells lying at the junction of layers VA and VB, corticopontine fibers from
cells superficial to giant cells, and corticothalamic ones
from layer VI and a smaller group in layer V. The authors concluded that somata of cells of origin for the major pathways emanating from the monkey sensory-motor
cortex have a specific laminar or sublaminar distribution.
Toyoshima and Sakai (1982) determined the exact origin of the corticospinal tract using retrograde labeling.
They located large- and medium-sized pyramidal cells in
the deeper portion of layer V after HPR application.
Tracing studies have shown a relationship between
the positions of cell groups within a cortical layer and
their connectivity to subcortical regions. In the supplementary motor area and the prefrontal cortex, corticothalamic projections were found to originate from labeled
clusters of cells in superficial layer V, as well as from superficial layer VI after WGA-HPR injections in the rhesus monkey. Similar results were obtained for thalamocortical pathways (Giguere and Goldman-Rakic 1988).
Schwartz and Goldman-Rakic (1984) investigated ipsi-

lateral associational and callosal neurons in the prefrontal cortex of the macaque monkey. They found that associational neurons occupy deep layer III in several cytoarchitectonic fields. They did not find any distinctive sublaminar organization for either callosal or associational
neurons after injecting two fluorescent dyes and concluded that this intermingling may represent a difference
between association and sensory-motor cortices, as well
as differences in the distance of connections between cytoarchitectonic areas.
Summarizing this aspect, numerous reports have
shown that neurons for different inputs and outputs are
distributed in specific laminar and sublaminar locations.
This connectional structure probably explains the appearance of local maxima in the present profile curves.
Besides local maxima, age-related changes in the
mean values of A A, N A, and A were evaluated. Until now,
most investigations have been concerned with the measurement of a single parameter, primarily NA, but also A a
and A (e.g., Brody 1970; Haug 1984, 1989; Henderson et
al. 1980; Saner 1983a, c; Schultz et al. 1978; Terry et al.
1987; Zilles et al. 1986). Very often these results are
contradictory. In areas 17, 7 and 6, Haug (1989) has reported an increase during aging in the volume density of
neurons and a decrease in the profile areas of the neurons. Henderson et al. (1980) did not find any significant
decrease in cortical thickness, but described a 50% decrease in the number of large neurons and one of 35% of
small neurons during aging. Anderson etal. (1983)
found a less dramatic loss of neurons during aging. Terry
et al. (1987) found a decrease in brain weight and cortical thickness during aging (areas 9, 10 and 45), but
claimed that the number of neurons remains stable. They
came to the conclusion that aging may influence different areas to a different degree.
The results of the present study revealed a decrease in
A a and N a during ontogeny, whereas A tended to increase
up to about 50 years and then to decrease. Thus, N a
showed inverse changes in comparison to A. The major
changes in A a and NA can be observed during early ontogeny. Later changes are less pronounced. This agrees
with the results of cytoarchitectonic studies on neuronal
density by Brody (1955) who also reported that there
was most intensive development in early postnatal ontogeny. The intensive changes in neuronal density also correspond with a rapid increase in brain weight (Ho et al.
1986).
The marked decrease in the areal fraction of cells and
with it, the growth of neuropil during the early postnatal
period, coincides with the dramatic increase in connectivity within the cortex (cat: Cragg 1972; rat: Eayrs and
Goodhead 1959). Increases in the thickness and length of
dendrites take place during the first 6 postnatal months
(Takashima et al. 1980). Furthermore, the proportion of
differentiated neurons to all neurons increased especially
in the perinatal and early postnatal period.
The dynamics in changes in AA, which are especially
intensive shortly after birth, coincide with the development of motor function (Adams and Victor 1989). During early infancy, the motor system undergoes a variety
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During postnatal ontogeny, the relative thickness of
of differentiations as visual, tactile, auditory, and tactilemotor mechanisms develop. Body postures are modified layers increases significantly only in layer V, whereas it
to accommodate these complex sensorimotor acquisi- tended to decrease in the other layers, significantly in
tions. By the age of 3 years, the child has learned such layer II. The relative growth of layer V may be related to
elementary tasks as to sit up, stand, or walk. Later, the the specialization of area 4 as a major source of subcortichild will "perfect" these abilities (hopping on one foot, cal projections in general and of the corticobulbar, corticopontine and corticospinal tracts with synapses in parwalking gracefully, dancing, etc.).
Between the ages of 6 and 24 months, synapses attain ticular. The fibers originate mainly in layer V (Rapoport
their adult morphology (Huttenlocher 1979). On the ba- 1990; Schwartz and Goldmann-Rakic 1984; Toyoshima
sis of ontogenetic changes in synapses, this author pro- and Sakai 1982).
The results of the present study illustrated the heteroposed a subdivision of the postnatal cortical developgeneity
of postnatal structural changes in the laminar
ment, which is identical with our subdivision of infants
and children into two age groups (0-2 years, 3-18 pattern of the human primary motor cortex. The most
pronounced decrease in A A, i.e., increase in neuropil, was
years).
When comparing the layer-specific differences be- found in granular layer II and at its transition to layer III.
tween age groups, the largest decrease of A A and N A oc- The quantitative analysis of the cytoarchitecture in area 4
curred at different age intervals: whereas A A decreased resulted in a more detailed laminar pattern than demainly between the youngest group of children and older scribed in classical papers. There is evidence that these
children/adults, pronounced alternations of N A were also sublayers are related to the localization of inputs and
found between older children and adults. This differen- outputs. Quantitative analysis of developmental changes
tial increase of A A and N A becomes even more obvious if in cytoarchitecture thus supports the findings of funcwe take into account the overestimation of N a in the tional studies and adds new information concerning the
youngest age group, caused by shrinkage. Thus, despite correlation between strcture and function.
a high correlation between A a and N a within one brain,
the two parameters reflect different aspects of cytoarchi- Acknowledgements The authors thank Professor Herbert Haug,
Kristina Rascher and Arend Smit for helpful discussions, and also
tectonic development that supplement each other.
Vladimir Vinogradov. This work was supported by the Deutsche
Prominent changes in A a and N a were encountered Forschungsgemeinschaft (SFB 194/A6).
both in layer II and in the transition zone between layers
III/V. At these locations, development progresses rapidly
during the perinatal and early postnatal period, as was
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